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Environment

Safety Comfort

The next-generation automotive market is demanding well-rounded, environmentally friendly automobiles that are

lighter, more fuel-efficient and emit less CO2, while also offering greater safety and driving comfort. The MCHC Group

strives to break new ground with technology development in this field, focusing on the key factors of environment,

safety and comfort.  The Group is currently engaged in various automotive materials, composite materials and modules,

and will continue to develop innovative products based on its broad-range of technology platforms.

‘Chemistry makes Revolution’ towards 2025

Automobiles of the Future through Chemistry

The Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Group (MCHC Group) operates under the Group philosophy of “Good Chemistry

for Tomorrow” which expresses the manner in which we create better relationships among people, society and our

planet. With three pillars of business: petrochemicals, performance and functional products, and health care, we aim to

earn the trust of society for our Group operations.



���
Plastic exterior body panels
Lightweight, painting process improved, attractively designed
plastic bodies, that also offer reduced collision damage.

���
Plastic glazing
Using transparent plastic (e.g. polycarbonate) in place of glass offers such advantages as being 
lightweight, more safe, better lighting modulation, heat shielding and elaborately attractive designs.

��
Carbon composite brake discs 
Breaking systems improved by high wear resistance of the brake disc brings better safety and results in lighter weight.

���
Highly functional tires for all-season driving
Offer superior gripping performance of  elastomer with excellent 
temperature sensitivity.

��
Frames used carbon fiber reinforced plastics
More lightweight, strong and rigid frames.

��
Sustainable resources
For reducing the environmental load.
�
Lithium-ion batteries
Highly functional lithium-ion batteries are finding application for prime movers 
for hybrid electric vehicles.

�
Dye-sensitized solar cells 
Highly efficient, thin and flexible for use in various locations. May also be used as a lithium-ion battery backup.

��
High-intensity LED materials
Long-lasting, highly durable, highly energy-efficient and compact 
light sources, allow for the realization of entirely new designs.

��
Organic EL display materials
Create excellent viewing angle with thin and wide-angle or flexible displays incorporated into interior panels and
headrests, and also offer thin, wide and uniform lighting for automotive interior space.

�
Biometric identification system
Higher security system for passengers as well as the driver.

��
Integration of data analysis technology and sensor-equipped ubiquitous network system
Highly functional sensors incorporated into seats and the steering wheel monitor various physical information, helping 
to improve lifestyle habits, optimizing the cabin environment to make driving more comfortable and less nerve-
wracking. 

��
Inorganic humidity control material
Maintains healthy and comfortable automotive interior environment.

���
High-performance IC with gallium nitride (GaN) substrate
Using GaN substrate instead of silicon substrate is an excellent complement to advanced cockpit electronics and
spacious interior space. 
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Possibilities of Chemistry for Future Automobiles
– Chemistry as the foundation for reliability




